3 of the 4 big moons of Jupiter

Winner

Niall MacNeill
Solar System - Sun, Moon, planets & sunrise-set

Analemma of the Moon
Highly Commended
György Soponyai
Solar System - Sun, Moon, planets & sunrise-set

- Mars - the 2020 apparition
  Accepted
  Niall MacNeill

- The Shadow of the Earth
  Accepted
  György Soponyai

- 3 Planets and Dust
  Accepted
  andrew murrell

- Sydney Tower Moonset
  Accepted
  Jan Breckwoldt

- The Dawn
  Accepted
  andrew murrell

- Sunset over Camp Blackman
  Accepted
  Colin Slack

- Moonrise
  Accepted
  Andrew Davis

- Sunrise, moonset
  Accepted
  Jennah Haddock
Warrumbungle Nightscape Widefield

moonset from whitegum lookout

Winner

peter abery
Warrumbungle Nightscape Widefield

Milky Way over the dome
Highly Commended
Andrew Davis
Warrumbungle Nightscape Widefield

Fire Under The Galaxy
Youth Winner
Kallan Strong
Warrumbungle Nightscape Widefield

Bustling Camp Blackman Milky Way  
Accepted  
Andrew Davis

Flowers for the swan  
Accepted  
andrew murrell

Tibuc road  
Accepted  
andrew murrell

Activities at Camp Blackman.  
Accepted  
Colin Slack

Macha Tor Star-Trails Comet Style  
Accepted  
Jan Breckwoldt

wildflowers over the warrumbungles  
Accepted  
Peter Humphreys

warrumbungle lookout  
Accepted  
Peter Humphreys

Life Of The Milky Way  
Accepted  
Kallan Strong
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Warrumbungle Nightscape Widefield

Macha Tor Star-Trails until Sunrise
Accepted
Jan Breckwoldt

Star trails toward the Observatory
Accepted
Colin Slack

Cottage and the Cosmos
Accepted
Zoe Peate
Night Sky Widefield

20200720 EOS R 5x180 v1 copy
Winner
Paul Mayo
Night Sky Widefield

Barrenjoey Lighthouse Star- Trails
Highly Commended
Jan Breckwoldt
Night Sky Widefield

Great Comet
Accepted
Balazs Benei

crossroads
Accepted
peter abery

NEOWISE and NLC
Accepted
György Soponyai

Somersby Stars
Accepted
andrew murrell

outback windmill
Accepted
peter abery

Milky Way between the trees
Accepted
Andrew Davis

Hargraves Beach
Accepted
Neil Vincent

Traces Of Time
Accepted
Peter Humphreys
Night Sky Widefield

Comet on Strings
Accepted
Balazs Benei

200622NRV332 Pano
Accepted
Neil Vincent

Milky Way Visitor
Accepted
Rob Lord

Norah Head Lighthouse Beams
Accepted
Jan Breckwoldt

The way
Accepted
andrew murrell

"isolated"
Accepted
Peter Merrick

Milkyway over Uralla M Hull
Accepted
Michael Hull
Night Sky Widefield

Histories
Accepted
Jennah Haddock

Old Chillagoe Smelter NQ
Accepted
Larry Russell

Setting Moon and Venus
Accepted
Rodney Watters

Whitegum lookout
Accepted
Colin Slack

The Visitor
Accepted
Rob Lord

Siding Spring Observatory with Moon
Accepted
Colin Slack

Observatory Star Trails
Accepted
Andrew Davis

Dangars Lagoon M Hull
Accepted
Michael Hull
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Night Sky Widefield

And the Lights Fill the Sky
Accepted
Lindy Timmermans

Galaxy To The Stars
Accepted
Kallan Strong

Beneath The Starry Sky Koolewong
Accepted
Lindy Timmermans

Foggy Moon
Accepted
Rodney Watters

Abandoned home under the expanse
Accepted
Jennah Haddock

Cumberland Chimney Georgetown NQ
Accepted
Larry Russell

Sir Emu
Accepted
Kallan Strong
Open Deep Space

NGC4038 Antenna Galaxies
Winner
Rodney Watters
Open Deep Space

Wide Orion RGB
Highly Commended
Diego Colonnello
Open Deep Space

The Island in the Sea of Stars

Youth Highly Commended

Luke Dodd
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Open Deep Space

Rho Ophiucus and the Blue Horsehead
Accepted
Paul Mayo

Tarantula HST
Accepted
Diego Colonnello

Omega Nebula
Accepted
Ian Berry

Big Neb & Little Neb
Accepted
Kallan Strong

Red ribbon
Accepted
Matyas Szucs

Trifid Nebula
Accepted
Ian Berry

Milky Way Core
Accepted
Matyas Szucs

Southern Pleiades IC2602
Accepted
Rodney Watters
Open Deep Space

The Finger
Accepted
Kallan Strong
Smartphone Astrophotography

Phases of Venus

Winner

Balazs Benei
Smartphone Astrophotography

ISS Lunar Transit
Highly Commended
Balazs Benei
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Smartphone Astrophotography

Siding Spring Observatory
Accepted
Colin Slack

Mercury and Venus Setting
Accepted
Rodney Watters

A New Perspective
Accepted
Luke Dodd

Red Sky in the Morning
Accepted
Rodney Watters
This competition was conducted using MyPhotoClub.

This catalog was automatically generated which is a good example of how much time MyPhotoClub saves competition organisers.

For more information go to: myphotoclub.com.au